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SINGULAR HOMOLOGY AS A DERIVED FUNCTOR(l)

BY

G. S. RINEHART*

ABSTRACT. A general theory of relative derived functors is applied to the

category of topological spaces to obtain singular homology and cohomology,

verify the Eilenberg-Streenrod axioms, and show that singular and simplicial theo-

ry agree.

Introduction.   In [2]   satellites relative to a projective class are defined for

functors with nonadditive domain.  The applications there are algebraic. The do-

main categories are groups, algebras, etc., and the usual cohomology groups are

obtained as satellites and their properties (mainly those dealing with extensions)

are derived in a unified and cochain-free manner.  Our object here is to treat sin-

gular homology and cohomology in the same fashion.

In  §1  the relevant formal machinery of  [2] is a summarized.  (It appears

there as the first four pages of the second section.) This  is done both for

the sake of completeness and because the results have been subjected to mild

simplification and generalization to make them suitable for our present purposes.

(Anyone who attempts to read further  in [2]  should be warned that there are many

small errors, only some of which can be attributed to the fact that the paper  was

published without the author having seen the galley proofs.   In particular, B3 must

be omitted from the list in the first section  (it is equivalent to closure), and, in

B4, A -^> B  should be taken to be in the projective class, and   "^#>"  should be

replaced by   "•^".   Also, in Proposition 2.20, F  must be assumed right exact.)

In  §2  of the present paper, the aforementioned formal machinery is applied

to the category of topological spaces to obtain singular homology and produce

short proofs of the homotopy axiom and the  Eilenberg -Zilber Theorem.   In order to

obtain the Mayer-Vietoris sequences equivalent to the excision axiom, it is neces-

sary to pass to the category of formal inverse limits of topological spaces, and

once this has been done it is easy to show that singular and simplicial theory

agree on simplicial complexes.   This is done in  §3.

Except in the case of the Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem, our results are given
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without specifying the range category.   The appropriate theorems for homology and

cohomology are obtained by taking the range to be respectively the category of

abelian groups or its dual.

The theory of satellites used here is a very simple special case of Grothen-

dieck cohomology [0]  in which the covers all consist of single morphisms. In fact,

it is the intersection of this theory with that used by André (Springer Lecture Notes

in Math., vol. 32), because  we  assume that there are enough projectives = models,

so that a right exact functor = sheaf is determined by its behavior thereon.   It also

agrees with cotriple cohomology.  See  [2, §2  and Remark 5.6].   Barr-Beck have

indicated how singular homology can be obtained via the latter  (Springer Lecture

Notes, vol. 80), so that the fact that it arises in this setting is not new.

1.  Satellite functors.  Let C be a category with fiber products, E a class of

morphisms in  C closed under composition, and let P be a set of objects in  C

(called the projectives).  (The assumption that  P is a set will turn out to be

harmless.  See Remark 2.3-) We require that, if / £ E,  C(P, /) be surjective for

every  P £ P; and, for every object  X  in  C, there be a  P —► X £ E with  P £ P.

Such a triple  (C, P, E) will be called a base.

Throughout the sequel, A will denote an abelian category with exact infinite

coproducts and enough projectives  (in the usual sense).  A will typically be the

category of abelian groups or its dual.

Definition 1.1.   A functor  F: C —»A  respects a morphism  X —» V  in case

the sequence Fix xy X) —» F(X) —> F(Y) —» 0 is exact, where the first morphism

is the difference of the morphisms corresponding to the canonical projections.  F

is right exact   in case it respects every morphism in  E. Denote the category of

all functors from  C to  A by  A   , and the full subcategory of all right exact func-

tors by  R(C, A, E).  (We will suppress as much of the data in parentheses as the

context allows.) Denote by  A     the category of all functors to  A  from the full

subcategory of  C with objects   P.

Remark 1.2.  Consider a composition of morphisms X —► Y —> Z.   If F re-

spects X —» Z, and if   F(X) —> F(Y) is an epimorphism, then  F  respects   Y —» Z.

Again, if F respects X ~» Y and  Y —* Z, and if F(X xz X) —tF(Y xz Y)  is an

epimorphism, then F respects X—» Z.

Proof.   Consider the diagram

F(X xz x) -- F(y xz y)

F(X xy X)     _» F(X)   _» F(V)  -►  0

I       I
F(Z) = F(7.)

I I
0 0
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Corollary.  // F respects all morphisms  P —» X £ E,   P e P, then F is right

exact.

In the sequel, we shall also use the terms  "projective" and  "right exact"

in their usual sense in the context of abe lian categories. This corresponds to

taking E to be the class of all epimorphisms.

Specifying a right exact functor on projectives determines it completely.  This

fact is embodied in [2, Proposition 2.4], where a functor A    —» R, denoted

F h-+ F*, is constructed.  (The last part of the proof of this proposition is unneces-

sary:  That G# is right exact is immediate from the above corollary.) If P £ P,

then FH(P) = F(P). If G is the restriction of F 6 |R(E)|, then Gß = F. The re-

striction  R —» A     is thus shown to be an equivalence of categories, so that R is

abelian with enough projectives.  Moreover, the composition A    —► A    —► R (also

denoted F —► F  ) is a right adjoint to the natural inclusion, so that, in particular,

the latter is right exact. S  :   R —» A     is defined to be the rzth left derived func-

tor of the inclusion functor. Then, since, by the above category equivalence,

exactness in R is exactness at projectives,

Proposition 1.3.  SnF(P) = 0 for n > 1,  P £ P.

Given a morphism X —» Y, the corresponding Cech homology groups of F,

HJ/X —» Y, F), ate the homology groups of the complex • • • —» F(X xy X xy X) —»

F(X Xy X) —► F(X), the boundary maps being the alternating sum of the canonical

projections [2, Definition 2.2], so that F respects X —» Y i f and only if

H0(X —» Y, F) —* F(Y) is an isomorphism.   F is flask at X —» Y in case F re-

spects X —» Y and H (X —♦ Y, F) = 0 whenever h > 1.  If M is a class of mor-

phisms, we will say  F  is  M-flask if it is flask at every morphism in  M.   "F  is

flask"  means   F  is  E-flask.  (Note that we here require flask functors to be right

exact. This is not done in [2].) If F is flask, then S F = 0 whenever « > 1 [2,

Proposition 2.12].  Hence, in general, SnF can be computed using a resolution of

F composed of flasks.  Projectives in  R are flask [2, Corollary 2.1l].

Definition 1.4.  Let (GL, P;, E¿) be bases, i = 1, 2.  A morphism of bases is a

functor A: C. —>C- which preserves fiber products and carries  E,  to E,.
. C ? C t

Note that the morphism A      —»A       defined by composition with A restricts

to a morphism from R2 = R(C2) to Rj. Note also that composition with A pre-

serves flasks.  From this we conclude the key Comparison Theorem:

Theorem 1.5. Let A: Cj —» C2 be a morphism of bases. Let F be Eyrigbt

exact, and suppose that, for every P £ Py ¿rF(A(P)) = 0 whenever n > 1. Then

(SnF)A = Sn(FA).

Proof.  Consider a projective resolution of F in Rr Upon composition with A,

we obtain a complex over FA in R j  composed of flasks. At P £ P     this complex
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has 72th homology group 5  FvA(P)). Hence, since exactness in R2 is exactness at projec-

tives, it is a resolution of FA in Rj. We conclude that 5^(FA) is the value at F of the

rzth derived functor of the composition R2—» Rj—» A   !, where the first functor is

composition with A.  But this can also be written R2 —♦ A       —»A     , where the

second functor is composition with A, which is always exact on the category of

all functors.  This gives the desired result.

2.  Singular homology and formal properties.

Definition 2.1.  Let C    be the category whose objects are the morphisms of

C, and whose morphisms are commutative squares in C. We suppose that C has

an initial object, denoted 0, that 0 £ P, and that, for all P, P   £ P, there is a co-

product P + P' £ P. Write an object U —» X in  C    as (X, U). Let P    consist of

all objects (P + P', P) (canonical map), where  P, P' £ P.  Let E    be all morphisms

(X, U) -» (Y, V) in C2 with U -* V and X -» Y in E. Then (C2, P2, E2) is a

base. Given an  E-right exact F: C -r* A with F(0) = 0, extend  F to C    by de-

fining F(X, U) = cokernel F(U) —» F(X).  Then, since X i—> (X, 0) is a morphism

of bases which preserves projectives, 5 F(X) = 5 F(X, 0) by the Comparison

Theorem. Define rQ: C2 -» C by T0(X, U) = U.   Similarly, define F¿X, U) = X.

These are projective preserving morphisms of bases.  Suppose that F(P) —»

F(P + P )  is always injective.   Then the sequence  0 —> FFQ —» FF. —» F —> 0  is

exact in R(C ). Since 5 (FF.) = (S F)F-, we obtain a natural exact sequence

(2.2) ... -»5     .FiX, U) —S F((/> -> S Fix) -> 5 F(X, (/> -> • ■ •
n+1 n n n '

for every  (X,  U) £ |C2|.

Remark 2.3.  We may now drop the assumption that  P is a set, since  5  F  can

be defined  "locally"  on small full subcategories chosen so that the inclusion

functor is a projective preserving morphism of bases (cf. [2, Remark 2.16]).

Remark 2.4. Suppose that  PQ is a set of objects of a category C, and that C

has fiber products and contains arbitrary coproducts of objects from  PQ.  Let  P be

all such coproducts.  Let E be all morphisms / in C such that C(P, /) is surjec-

tive for every P £ Pn.  (One writes  PQ =^ E.) Given X, let P be the coproduct,

for each C £ P Q, of the coproduct of a copy of C for each morphism from C to X.

Then there is a canonical P —> X e E. Hence (C, P, E) is a base.

Definition 2.5-   Let T be the category of topological spaces and continuous

maps, and let  PQ be the set of cubes /",  n = 0, 1, 2,... .  Form P, E as above.

Given A £ |A|, we will define an associated right exact functor, still denoted A.

Let A   be the constant functor with value A  on objects in  P., and extend it to

objects in  P by decreeing that it preserve coproducts.   By the category isomorphism

R = A     of §1, this determines A.   If A is abelian groups, write  H (X, A) =

SnAiX), and, more generally, HJX, U; A) = SnA(X, U) (Definition 2.1).  If A is the
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dual of abelian groups, write   H"(X, U; A) = SnA(X, U), considered as a func-

tor to abelian groups contravariant in (X, 17). (More generally, we can replace the

category of abelian groups by a category of modules.) We will continue to use

"+" for the coproduct  (disjoint union) in T.

Computation via the singular complex.

Proposition 2.6.  Suppose that the map from  U to X is injective.   Let

G (X, U) be the coproduct in A of one copy of A for each map from I"  to X

which cannot be factored continuously through  U. Use the usual boundary opera-

tor (choosing homeomorphisms A   = /") for singular homology to form the com-

plex G(X, U).   Then the nth homology group of this complex is Sn A(X, U).

Proof.  Consider evaluation at (/", In) as a functor from AT    to A. Let G"   be

the image of A under the left adjoint to this functor: G"(X, U) is the coproduct of

one copy of A for each map from (/", /")to (X, U); i.e., for each map from /" to

U.  Define G'   similarly,  using /" in place of (/", /"):  G'n(X, U) is the coproduct

of one copy of A  for each map from I" to X. We may replace T    by the full sub-

category of all pairs with injective map, since the inclusion functor is a projec-

tive preserving morphism of bases. Then we have an exact sequence 0 —> G" —►

G   —> G   —> 0 in A     . Moreover, G     and G    ate flask [2, Proposition 2.10].n n n n r

Hence  G    is right exact, and, from the long exact sequence   • • • —> S   G (X, U) —>

SG(X, U) -> 5      ,G"(X, U) — S       G'(X, U) -> • • • we conclude thatm    n m—ln m—In

S   G (X, II) = 0 for ttz > 1. Since exactness in  R(T ) is exactness at each

(P, P' ) £ P , and since the homology of G(P, P') is the singular homology of a

pair of spaces each of which is a disjoint union of cubes, we conclude that the

complex of functors G is a resolution in R(T ) of the functor A. This gives the

desired result.

We now proceed to verify the formal properties of singular homology and

cohomology. We already have the dimension axiom (Proposition 1.3) and the exact

sequence for an arbitrary map (2.2).

Homotopy.  We will show that the projection map induces an isomorphism from

$„A(X x I, U x l) to SnA(X, U). It then follows that the two maps in the reverse

direction given by x (-» (x, 0) and x \-+ (x, 1) define the same map on homology;

namely, the inverse to the one induced by projection. By (2.2) and the Five Lemma,

it suffices to show that SfíA(X x l) —»^A(X) is always an isomorphism. Define

A: T —► T by A(X) = X x /.  Then A is a projective preserving morphism of bases.

The identification given by the Comparison Theorem is clearly natural in A, so

that we have a commutative diagram

(S A)A    =      S (AA)
n n

i        i

SnA SA
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where the vertical maps are induced by the natural transformation from A to the

identity defined by projection.   This is the desired result.

The Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem.

Proposition 2.7.  Let (C, P, E)  be any base.  Suppose D: A.  —> A2 z's a right

exact functor between abelian categories which preserves coproducts.   Let  F £

R(C, A.) and suppose that FiP)  is projective when P £ P.   Let G = ■ • • —* G     .

—»G    —► • « « be a projective resolution of F.   Then DG is a flask resolution of

DF £ R(C, A ), so that SniDF)(X) = H^iDGiX)), the nth homology group of DGiX).

Proof.   Every projective in  R(C, A.) is a direct summand of a coproduct of

functors    (P, A),   P £ P, A a projective in Aj, where   (P, - ) is the  left

adjoint of evaluation at P:   (P, A) (X) is the coproduct of one copy of A  fot each

morphism in  C(P, X) [2, Corollary 2.5  and Proposition 2.10].  D(P, A) =

(P, D(A)), and the latter is flask [2, Corollary 2.11]. Hence DG consists of

flasks.  By the above, projectives of R(C, A j) take values in projectives of A..

Hence  G(P) is a projective resolution of F(P) when P £ P, so that H (DG(P)) =

L  D(F(P)) = 0,  Tz > 1.  The conclusion follows.

Corollary.   Let A = R-modules, R  commutative, and let A £ A.   Let  G be a

projective resolution of R £ R(T, A).   Then

Hn(X, A) = Hn(G(X) ®R A),       H"(X, A) = H"(HomR (G(X), A)).

Theorem 2.8.   Let  A = R-modules, R  commutative, and let A £ A.   Let G be

a projective resolution of R £ R(T, A).   Then

Hn(X xY, A)= HniGiX) ®R GiY) ®R A)

and

HniX x Y, A) = /Y"(HomR (G(X) ®r GÍY), A)).

Proof.   (T x T, P x P, E x E)  is a base.  Define a complex  G * G  of functors

in R(T x T, A) by (G * G)(X, Y) = G(X) ® GiY).  In the notation of the previous

proof, (P, A') * (P', A") = (iP, P'), A' ® A") , so that G *G consists of projec-

tives.  G(P) is a projective resolution of R(P), and Tor   (R(P), R(P')) = 0, t2 > 1.

Hence G(P) ® G(P')  is acyclic over R(P) ® R(P'), so that G * G is a projective

resolution of R *R.   Let D(B) = B <8>R A.   Then, by Proposition 2.7,

Sn(D(R * R)) (X, Y) = Hn(GiX) ® GÍY) ® A).

Define A: T x T -» T by A(X,  Y) = X x Y.   Then DiR * R) = A A.  (It suffices to

check this on projectives.) Hence, since  A  is a morphism of bases which pre-

serves projectives,
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Sn(D(R * R))(X, Y) = SnA(X x Y).

This is the first result.   The second follows similarly.

Using the above corollary and theorem and the natural pairings, one obtains

as usual the maps

H"(X, A) ®D H   (X x X, B) -* H       (X, A ®D B),
Km m —n H

Hn(X, A) ®R Hm(X, B) -» H"+m(X x X, A   ®R B)

which define the cup and cap products.

Again, by Theorem 2.8, Hn(X x Y', A ® B) = HJAG(X) ® A) ® (G(Y) ® B)),

and

H"(X x Y, Horn (A, C)) = tf*(Hom (G(X) ® G(Y) ® A, C))

= H"(Hom(G(X) ® A, Hom(G(7), C))).

When R = Z and Tor. (A, B) = 0 = Ext   (A, C), these equations and the above

corollary combine as usual with the Kunneth formulae  [3, Chapter 5; §3, Theorem

3 and Exercise C6]  to yield split exact sequences

o —>   Y\ h Ax, A)® h (y, ß)-.fi(Xxyj®ß)
*-^       k ' t n

k+t=n

-*       X        T°rl (W*(X'  A)' Hi(Y'   S)) -» °>
*:+/.=«- 1

0 -»     J^     Ext1 (Ht(X, A), /V'(Y, C)) -» H"(X x Y, Horn (A, C))
fe+<=n-l

—>    Yl Hom(Hk(X, A), H'(Y, C)) — 0,
k+t=n

from which the Universal Coefficient Theorems follow as special cases.

Alternatively, these sequences can be derived directly.  Let A be ß-modules,

R  commutative.   From the commutative diagram

AT x AT- A x A

at x t    -^     a

where the horizontal maps are evaluation at (X, Y), we conclude L (*)(F, G)(X, Y)
n

= Torn (F(X), G(Y)), where  Lj,*) is the  Tzth left derived functor of *. Replacing

T by  P, we obtain the same equation, when X, Y £ P, for  *   considered as a

functor from  R(T) x R(T) to  R(T x T, A).  Assume that Tor^ (F(P), G(P')) = 0

for  P, P   £ P,   Tz > 1.   It follows that the left derived functors of the composition

R(T) x R(T)  A R(T x T) ^ ATxT at (F, G) ate Sn(F*G).  Rewriting this com-

position as  R(T) x R(T) -♦ AT x AT —» ATXT, we obtain [l, Theorem 2]  a spec-

tral sequence
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]T   Tor£ (5feF(X), 5(G(y)) => S ¿F * G)(X, Y).
k+t=q

Introducing A: T x T —> T as in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we see that

SniA *B)iX, Y) = SniA ® B)iX x Y).  Hence, if R = Z, the spectral sequence

becomes a collection of exact sequences which generalize the first of those above.

Similarly for the second sequence.   They can be shown to split by induction on  tz.

The argument is that of the proof of [l, Corollary to Theorem l], making use of an

exact sequence  0 —> F l —* K —» F —♦ 0 in  R(T) with  K projective to reduce

degree.

3. Simplicial homology. Excision. As in [0, Chapter II, 3.ll> the spectral

sequence associated to the derived functors of the composition R —► A —» A,

where the first functor is inclusion and the second is H AY —► X, -), yields

Proposition 3.1. Let (C, P, E) be any base, and let F: C —* A be a right

exact functor.   Then, for any   Y —► X £ E, there is a spectral sequence

H (Y -* X, S  F) => S F(X).
P a rx

(Note that the variance is reversed here, since we deal with covariant func-

tors, while those in [o] are contravariant. We may assume that C is small; see

Remark 2.3-)

Corollary.   // 5 f(Y"~9+1) = 0 for all I < q < n, where  Ym denotes the m-fold

fiber product  Y xx ■ ■ ■ xxY, then SnFÍX) = H (\Y -> X, F).

Now let  C  be an arbitrary category.   Then there is a category  C, containing

C  as a full subcategory, with the following properties:

(1) Every directed system of objects in C has a lim in C, and every object

of C arises in this fashion.

(2) If ÍX ,¡  is a directed system of objects in  C, and if  Y £ |C|, then

C(lmi Xd, Y) = lim C(Xrf, Y).

(C is the dual of the full subcategory of functors from C to Sets whose

objects are  lim's over directed systems of representable functors.  C is embedded

in C by X i—> C(X, -).  Property (2) is an immediate consequence of the Yoneda

lemma.)

Proposition 3.2.   // C bas fiber products, so does  C, and the functor  C —>C

preserves fiber products.

Proof.   By  (2), C(lim X ,, -)  carries fiber products in  C to fiber products in

Sets, which establishes the second fact.   To see the first, let (X ,j  be a directed

system of objects in C, and   Y £ |C|.  Given a morphism lim X , —> Y, choose a

representative X ,    —> Y.   Replacing \d\ by the cofinal subset \d\d> dA, we see
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that we can assume that our morphism is given by a coherent system of morphisms X ■ —>Y.

If  lim X   j  —> Y has the same property, then  lim X jXy lim X   ,'   exists because

it is given by lim(X^Xy Xj), indexed over all pairs (d, d'), with the obvious prod-

uct ordering.  Finally, if  X and  X    are  in  C, and ! y, Î  is  a directed system in

C,  Xx,.    v    X' = lim(X xv    X').
l¿2 Yb *— Yb

We now return to our topological base  (T, P, E)  (Definition 2.5).   Let   E. be

all morphisms of the form C' + C"+ U C   —> C + 11 C  , where C'  and C" ate sub-

spaces of the cube C which are homeomorphic to cubes, whose intersection is

homeomorphic to a cube, and whose union is  C; where  ¡C  j  is a finite set of

cubes; and where the map is the canonical one.  Let  E.  be all maps Li Q .—> II P.

of finite coproducts, where each  P. is a cube, each  Q. is a finite disjoint union

of subspaces of P. whose interiors cover, and the map is the canonical one; and

where the intersection in  P. of any subset of the subspaces comprising Q. is

homeomorphic to a cube.  Note that every morphism in  E    can be written as a

composition  /j ■ • • /    of morphisms in  EQ, with /, • • ■ /,  £ E,   for every  k < n.

Let  C be a cube, and consider a sequence  • • • —► C2 —> C. —> C0 = C, where

C. —► C. £ Ej  whenever  i > j, and where the  diameters  of the  images  in  C of

the components of C    ate less than a bound which goes to zero as n ap-

proaches infinity. (Note that for any fixed  ttz, the  Trz-fold fiber products

\C . xc • • • Xc C \, being unions of intersections, again form such a sequence.)

Clearly such sequences exist for any C.  Let  PQ C |T|  be all lim C¿ over all such

systems, as  C  varies over all cubes.  Given a set  !lim. C     \a £ S\ of objects in

PQ, let the set of maps /: S —* Z+ have the natural product order (f l > f2 ^^

f (a) > f Aa) tot every a).  Then the given set has a coproduct in T, given by

Li Hm Ca   . =     lim        H Ca ¡(a)
a      i ' /:S--.Z+      a

where   the right-hand coproduct is taken in T.  Indeed, if X e |T|,

f(lim   UC a, f(ay *)   = ÍH?  11^^, X) =   H «9  T<Ca, ,' *>
\ i        a. /fa, ai

=   W(^3Cai, x),

which suffices to verify the above equation, since every X in T is a lim of X's

in T. Let P be all coproducts of objects in Pn, and let PQ =^ E (as in Remark

2.4), so that  (T, P, E)  is a base.

Remark 3.3.  A morphism X   —» X in T is in  E if, given any map from a

cube to X, every point of the cube has a neighborhood such that the restriction of

the map to the neighborhood factors through  X .

Standing assumption.   Throughout the remainder of this section we will assume

that A has lim's over directed sets, and that  lim is exact in A over systems of
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epimorphisms indexed by the integers.   This assumption is satisfied if A  is a

full category of modules or the dual thereof.

We wish now to extend the homology and cohomology functors to the category

T.  To this end, suppose that  F: T —» A  is a right exact functor.  If lim Pd £ P,

let  F (lim P ) = lim FÍP ,).  Define the value of F on morphisms between objects

in  P in the natural fashion.  Then  F extends uniquely to a right exact functor

defined on T (see  §1). We have the category of pairs T , and  F extends to a

functor on T    (Definition 2.1).  Then

Proposition 3.4.  If A £ \A\, from the corresponding functor A: T —»A define

Â: f2 — A as above.   Then, if (X, U) £ |T2|,

SnAiX, U) = SnAiX, U)    for every rz > 0.

Before proving this proposition, we see how the two main theorems of this

chapter follow from it.  We first need

Proposition 3.5. For any A £ \A\, the functors S A: T —»A preserve co-

products.

Proof.   Let /,  and f2 be morphisms in E    from projectives to two arbitrary

objects in  T  , and let /. + f2 be the corresponding morphism between coproducts.

For 77 > 1, assume inductively that 5 A preserves coproducts when q < n.   Then

the corresponding Cech complexes decompose to yield H if   + f     S A) =

//(/., 5 A) + HAf y- S A) iq < n). Since  /j + f2  has a projective as domain,

H Af   + f      S  A) = 0.   The result follows from the spectral sequence   (Proposition

3.1).

Note.  The usual singular complex for a coproduct breaks up into a direct sum

of the complexes for the factors, so that, if we restricted ourselves to pairs whose

morphism is injective, Proposition 3.5 would follow at once from Proposition 2.6.

However, the aim of this paper is to use the methods of homological algebra to

derive the properties of topological homology, and the argument for Proposition

2.6 used without proof the fact that the singular homology of a cube is trivial.

Theorem 3.6. Let U. and il 2 be subspaces of X such that the canonical

map Ul + U2-> X is in Ê. iCf. Remark 3-3-) Let V = U , ft U r Let V' -* V,

X —» X    be continuous maps.   Then there are exact Mayer-Vietoris sequences

->S AiV, V')-*S AiU,, V') + S AiU0, V')

-* S A(X, V')-»5     ,AiV, V')-» •••
n n — 1

->S AiX', V) -► 5 A(X', U,)+ S AiX'. U A
n n i n ¿

— 5 AiX'. X)-*S     ,AiX'. V)
n n— 1
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Proof.   Let  G: T2 —♦ A preserve coproducts.  Let  0 be the canonical mor-

phism (l/j + U2, V') -* iX, V').  The Cech groups   H^id, G) ate the homology

groups of a complex with zzth term the coproduct of all groups  GÍUy V ), where  /

runs over all (72 + l)-tuples composed of l's and 2's and U{     ;   = U^ft ■ ■ • ft U.^.

These homology groups are the same as those for the subcomplex with Oth term

GiUy V') + GiU2, V'), 1st term GÍU l2, V') = GÍV. V') and higher terms 0. (For

instance, the map which sends GÍU., V ) to GÍU} ¡, V1) via the identity map if /

contains a  1, and sends  GÍU.    #   , V ) to 0, is a homotopy between the identity

and a map <£.; and, if q)2 is defined analogously by interchanging the roles of  1

and 2,  <f>,q)2 is a homotopy inverse for the inclusion map.) Since the functors

SA preserve coproducts, it follows that H id, S A) = 0, p > 2, and that we have

exact sequences

0-> Wj(0, 5 A)-» 5 AiV, V')

-+ SqAiUy V') + SqAiU2.. V') -» H0(6, SqA) — 0.

On the other hand, applying Proposition 3.1 to the category T    with  Y —» X

replaced by  0 (which is in E    by assumption), and using Proposition 3-4, we

obtain a spectral sequence

Hpid, SqA) => SnAiX, V')

which, in the light of the above, is the first of the two desired Mayer-Vietoris

sequences.  The second follows similarly.

Remark.   The excision axiom follows by taking  V   = V,   X   = X.   Cf. [3, Chap-

ter 4, Exercise I l].

Theorem 3.7.   Let (X, U) eT , and suppose that (X.| and \U } are subspaces

of X, U respectively, and that each  U. is contained in the inverse image of X ■■

Let iX', U ) be the coproduct of the pairs (X., U.), and suppose that the canoni-

cal morphisms X   —» X and U  —► U are in  E.  iCf. Remark 3.3.) Suppose further

that, if (Y, V)  is the intersection of any subset of the set of pairs  (X ., U .), then

SkA(Y, V) = 0 for all  1 < k < n.   Then SnA(X, U) = H Jix', U') -» (X, U), A),

which is to say that the ico)homology of (X,  U) with coefficients in A  can be

computed using the simplicial complex associated to the nerve of the covering

\X ., il .¡.   /n particular, taking stars of vertices as the covering, it follows that

singular and simplicial theory agree for simplicial complexes.

Proof.   By hypothesis, (X\ U') —» (X, U) £ E2.  The result follows from the

corollary to Proposition 3.1  (applied in the category T ), together with Proposi-

tion 3.4. (In verifying the hypothesis of the corollary, note that the fiber products

which occur in the  Cech complex are coproducts of pairs  (Y, V) which appear in

the hypothesis of this theorem.)
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There remains to prove Proposition 3.4. We begin with

Lemma 3.8. A   is  E  -flask.

Proof.  We claim first that A  is  EQ-flask.  In fact, since A preserves co-

products, it suffices to show that A   is flask at morphisms in  E„  of the form

C' + C" —» C.  As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, it is easy to see that

H (C1 + C" —* C, A)  is the  nth. homology group of the complex   • • •  —» 0 —> • • • —»

0 ->A(C' O C") -+A(C') +AiC")=-»0-»->0 -*A-*A +A, whence

the claim follows.  Next we will show by induction that, if  F: T —» A is any right

exact functor which is  EQ-flask, then it is   E.-flask, which will complete the

proof.  Let  P = II Ca be a finite coproduct of cubes.  For each C  , choose  Ca =

lim.C    . e P. with C„ n = C„. Let P . = II   C„ .,  P = lim. P . = II„ C„.  Then
<— z ^ a, z 0 a,0 a i a ^  a.i' <— i     i a     a.

PeP, the canonical morphism  P —* P  is in  E, and  P xp P = lim P . xp P . =

IIa Ca xc   Ca e P.  In the diagram
a

F(P xpP) -> F(P)-» F(P) — 0

Ihn F(P. Xp P.) -> lim F(P) -> F(P) — 0

the top row is exact by definition.  Since   E.  is generated under composition by

EQ,   F  carries  E,  to epimorphisms, so that the bottom row is exact by our

exactness assumption for  lim  in A.  Hence  F(P) = F(P).

Let G —> F be an epimorphism with G a projective in R(T).  Let K e R(T)

be the kernel of the map from the restriction to T of G to the restriction to T of

F (i.e., K is the right exact functor on T such that 0 —► K —► G —* F —»0 is

exact on objects in  P).  If Q —» P e Ej, then the m-fold fiber product Qm =

Q Xp ■ ■ ■ Xp Q  is a finite coproduct of cubes so that,- by the above, 0 —► K(Om)

—' G(Qm) —» P(Qm) —> 0 is exact.  We obtain thus a short exact sequence of

Cech complexes, whence  a  long exact sequence of Cech homology  groups. Since

G  is  E-flask, the latter becomes a sequence of isomorphisms

H    AQ -» P, F) =* H (Q — P, K)       (n>l)

and an exact sequence

0~>Hj(ß->P, F)->H0(g-» P, K)->H0(Q-+P, G)^H0(Q-^ P, F)->0.

In particular, taking 0 —* P to be in En, we see that K is E0-flask. Since  El

is generated under composition by  E0, it follows that K as well as  F carries

Ej  to epimorphisms, and then, by Remark 1.2, that F and  K respect all morphisms

in Ej.  Taking Q —» P e E,, we then see from the last sequence above that

HX(Q -> P, F) = 0.

We can now replace F by  K and proceed by induction, thus completing the

proof.
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Lemma 3.9.  ¡f P e P,  Â(P) = A(P) and S Â(P) = 0 for ail n> 1.

Proof.   P is a coproduct of cubes: P = II C  .   For each a, choose  Ca =

lim Ca . e P0 with  Ca 0 = Ca.  Let  P = II Ca, and let   P — P be the canonical

morphism.  Denote the   m-fold fiber products   Caxc   • • • x.-  Ca, P xp • • • xp P

and  Cn .xr    ■ ■ ■ xr   C„ . by  Cm, Pm and  C™ . respectively. Then C" = lim C"2 .
a-, z     C a Ca    a,i a.,i        c i 4—      a,z

is again in   PQ.  As we remarked in the previous proof,  it is easy to see  that

P —> P £ E if the coproducts involved are finite.  In the infinite case, since any

morphism from an object in PQ to P factors through the coproduct of a finite num-

ber of its components, the fact that P —» P £ E follows from the finite case. Now

(cf. the proof of Proposition 3.2)

= ^ U Ca. ,l(a, xCa Ca. /2(a) = Hm   U Ca> /(a) xCa Ca< /(a)

=    U^a.z'Xc     Ca.z=IIeaXc    Ca,
a     ¿ " a a

and, similarly,

/> = üm iic:./(a)= 11^.
fa a

In particular, Pm e P. Hence, by the corollary to Proposition 3.1,

SnA(P) = Hn(P -» P, Â)       (tz > 0).

f/ (P —* P, A)  is the /2th homology group of the complex with 72th group

Â(p-)=Â(lim   IIC:./(a,) = lÍ-   II^:,/(a))=    II «? MC^ f).
\  /        a /        / a a      ¿

Our exactness assumptions about coproducts and lim in A allow us to conclude

that

// (P — P, Â) =  TT lim H (C     . -► C . A),
n i-L ,—       n      a, i a

a     i

and the desired result follows from the previous lemma.

Proof of Proposition 3.4.  The inclusion functor T   —» T    preserves fiber

products and carries  E    to  E  .  The first part of Lemma 3.9 tells us that the

restriction of A  to T    is A  (since both these functors are right exact and agree

on projectives).  From the second part of Lemma 3.9 and exactness  (2.2) we see

that SnA(P, P') = 0 for n > 1, (P, P') £ P2.  The proposition then follows from

the Comparison Theorem  (Theorem 3.1).
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